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letters can be sent to rcolesky@icon.co.za. Please access this site at www.arra.co.za and give us some
feedback and ideas.

Three Classic Courts in Arcadia
By Marian Cloete
The suburb of Arcadia was established in 1889 and primarily
developed as a residential area. In 1911, the area above
Church street was subdivided into 87 erven by land surveyor
J.H. Fehrsen. During the 1930’s three medium-high
residency buildings were erected in the area in response to
the urbanisation of the rural population of Pretoria.
The three historical buildings namely, Clarendon Court,
Twentyman Court and Savoy Court have not lost their
original character and style. All three buildings were built
in the colonial style and enclose a courtyard. Tenants are
often surprised to find the beautiful flats, with original
wooden floors and fireplaces, in the centre of Arcadia
among all the high-rise apartment blocks.
Clarendon Court – 1929 162 Eastwood Street (8
units) Clarendon Court was commissioned to be built
in 1929 and would be one of the first high residency
buildings above Church street. It is interesting to
note that the flats in this area are contrary to the
town planning requirements of the time, as high
density dwellings and buildings were placed below
(south of ) Church street. This could also explain
the loose grouping of the buildings, giving them
a character of clustered mansions, rather than
a single block of flats. These type of flats were
known as ‘Flats-de-Luxe’ or ‘Mansion flats’ at
the time and a ‘companion volume’ to the British
style of homes.
The site for Clarendon Court is placed along
Eastwood street which ascends Meintjieskop
to the north. The length and narrow width of
the site is typical of the erven laid out in 1911.
The small flats are arranged around a central
courtyard with steps to navigate the sloping
terrain
Twentyman Court – 1934 730 Church
Street (20 units) The flats of, the twostory, Twentyman Court are similarly
arranged around a central courtyard. The
architecture of this building is typical
for buildings designed and constructed
in the International style in the 1920
to 1940 period. The financier, a Mr.
Strydom, was also responsible for the
construction of other medium density
housing projects and hotels such as
Helena Mansions.
Twentyman
court
remained
unchanged until 1982 when the

architectural firm Peter Hattingh & Genote was commissioned to
refurbish the building and to enclose almost all the open balconies.
Savoy Court – 1935 249 Eastwood Street (12 units) The owner, HA
Newman submitted plans for a ‘new building’ to the City Council of
Pretoria on 8 August 1935. The first foundations for the new Savoy
Court were cast on 25 August 1935. On 9 December 1935 the Arcadia
Ratepayers Association objected to the erection of the nine garage units
facing Pretorius Street. It appears this objection was overruled.
Source (and for more detailed information): http://wiki.up.ac.za

“I am an Arcadian”

By Erin Tansey

The Arcadia Primary School on Farenden Street is a place that most
of us drive past on a daily basis, without giving it a thought. I have
always wondered what the history of the school was. As a resident of
Arcadia for almost eight years, I decided it was high time to find out a
bit more about it. I visited the Principal, Mr. S Viljoen, and he gave me
an overview of the school’s history.
Arcadia School was established where the Pretoria Art Gallery
now stands, back in 1898. It is one of the oldest primary schools in
Gauteng. It moved to its present premises in 1903 and since then the
school’s grounds have been added to considerably over the years. In
fact, the school started as a single-tent classroom with 24 pupils (see
illustration). But by the end of 1903, after the tent had collapsed several
times, two wood and iron buildings were built to replace the tent and
to accommodate the growing number of students coming to school. By
1908 a new larger building was constructed and this is where the school
has been situated ever since.
Over the years, the school has gone through many challenges, not least
of which were the many epidemics that were rampant throughout the
early 1900s. In the year 1910 alone, the school experienced cases of
scarlet fever, whooping cough, chicken pox and measles. This was after
already having suffered through an epidemic of the Spanish flu. As
pointed out in the book “the History of Arcadia School, 1903-1978”
written by Frederick Bronwell in 1980, it is surprising that the school
had not experienced more epidemics, considering the primitive state of
municipal services of the time- what we now consider to be essential
services- such as running water and a sewage system. For decades,
Pretoria’s fresh water supply had been delivered from “fountains” in
open furrows. The presence of large numbers of cattle and horses in
the municipal area did nothing to alleviate the situation. It was only in
1910 that the municipality installed water-borne sewage in Arcadia.
...continued on page 2...

“I am an Arcadian”...continued...

Loftus Versfeld with his children. c. 1906. Wilfred, seated on
his father’s left joined Arcadia Primary School as a pupil on
20 July 1904. His children later attended the school and he
also served on the School Committee.

Centrally situated as it is, in the very heart of the suburb of
Arcadia, the school became an obvious choice as an electoral
venue. In 1966 there was a general election and the Arcadia
Hall was chosen as a polling station. It is customary for local
candidates to drum up support before elections by holding
public meetings. The United Party applied to the School
Board for permission to use the hall for such a meeting. The
electoral district of Rissik had long been a United Party seat,
but by 1966, much had changed. With the lowering of the
voting age to 18 some years earlier and an influx into the
constituency of a large number of University students who
were unlikely to be U.P. supporters, the Principal of the school,
Ms. Matthews, foresaw trouble. Despite her objections to the
meeting, it took place on 21 March and degenerated into “an
all-in fight. Rowdyism on the part of hundreds of young men,
who according to eye-witnesses, were local students, resulted
in considerable damage to the hall”. (See the cartoon from
the Pretoria News). It is comforting to know that in politics,
some things never change!
By 1994, the school had an excellent reputation in the city. In
fact, the teachers were so highly regarded that when Crawford
School (a private school) opened in 1994 in Pretoria, it
recruited many of its teachers from Arcadia School. Today,
the school is one of the top three state schools in Pretoria and
does well in all areas of school life- academics, culture and
sports. In fact, its reputation is so good that there is a waiting
list of over 400 children who are hoping to one day attend
Arcadia school.
Along with all the students whose parents pay monthly school
fees, the school also takes in a certain number of children
whose parents need assistance in making such payments. The
school does this by raising funds throughout the year in various
ways. One way that the school raises money is through the
MySchool Programme. If you want to help, simply go to the
Arcadia School website: www.arcadiaprimary.co.za and click

on the MySchool icon. You can apply
directly for a card and elect Arcadia
Primary as your beneficiary.
When visiting the school premises, I
was struck by the great sense of pride
that the teachers and students have for
their school. The hallways are decorated
with trophies, medals and other awards
won by the school and the students over
the past 100 years. Wilfred Versfeld,
the son of Loftus Versfeld was one of the
earliest students at the school (see photo)
in 1904. Many of the students went on to
do great things. For instance, the student
Deanne Bergsma who was at Arcadia
School in the late 1960s, went on to
become the principal dancer at the Royal
Ballet and danced with Nureyev in 1979.
Many of the former students now stay in
touch on Facebook, with students from
classes as far back as the 1940s getting in
touch with long lost school mates!
The school motto, “I am an Arcadian”,
which is learned by every student and
teacher is also displayed on the walls of the
school. A poster describes what being “an
Arcadian” means:
“ I am an Arcadian. I am trustworthy;
respectful; responsible; fair; caring; a good
citizen; excellent in all I do; a leader “.
It would be great if all of us in Arcadia
adopted this motto as well!

Mandela Day – Cleaning our Streets

By Marian Cloete

What did you do with your
67 minutes this year to
celebrate Mandela Day?
A few Arcadia residents
decided to use their time to
clean up the streets in the
neighborhood. Only those of
us that regularly walk or jog
through the neighborhood,
get a true sense of the amount
of rubbish that litters our
streets.
On Monday, 18 July, about
fifteen residents met at
Government Avenue, armed
with black bags. From there we
spread out and systematically
started picking up rubbish as

we went along. In the hour we managed to cover most of
Government Avenue as well as the following streets: Beckett,
East, George, Osborne, Thomas, Eastwood, Harcourt,
Walter Beckett and Lisdogan. Our group included seven
small children and they loved the outing. It was unbelievable
the amount of rubbish we picked up in the hour and we all
had to walk home with very full and heavy bags.
Most residents would probably not have noticed a difference
but those who knew about the effort all agreed that the
streets looked beautiful and clean…for at least 2 weeks!
We decided that we would like to repeat the exercise more
regularly since it really makes a difference in the appearance
of our neighborhood and it was actually fun. If we can recruit
more people to join, next time it will take less time and we
can cover a bigger area. We are planning to do another
spring-clean on 18 October at 17h30. If you would like to
participate please come and meet us on the c/o Government
and East street at 5pm. Bring your own black bag and a pair
of old gloves.
Please come and join!

Morning Market
29 Oct, 10h00 - 14hoo
Government Avenue

Please support this ARRA fundraising initiative by
donating: Books, old clothes or a bottle of wine for a raffle
You can give your donations to your street representative
or drop them off at 144 Walter Beckett Road.
Crafters are also most welcome. If you would like to have
a stall or know of anyone who would be interested please
contact me. I look forward to seeing you at the market.
Penny Blersch : 082 449 1192
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Venning Park makes a comback! Call me Ed!
By Rob Colesky

The reflection pool has
I wonder what’s worse. Pleading, cajoling and even threatening
also just been cleaned
fellow Arcadian’s to submit articles for inclusion in the Arcadian
Located in the heart
and sadly, for the first
or writing the Ed’s letter?
of Arcadia between
time in many a year
It appears I’m still a dumb little trout learning how to swim in
two of the largest
no fish were found in
this wet world of deadlines, content, advertisements and layout.
and busiest arterial
the pool. Sam stresses
All constitute a nightmare to be navigated as I swim up my
roadways,
carrying
the municipality has
rather murky little river constantly aware that I am in danger
rushed travellers into
never stocked the pools
of being caught out as a poser and hoping it will all clear, as
or out of Pretoria,
with fish and have “no
if by magic, if I only give it time. Maybe the water is clearing
lies Venning Park,
fishing” signs around
a little though? This edition I’ve been assisted by a few eager
an impressive 30,620
the park as an incident
minds and talented wordsmiths whose articles, I am pleased to
square
meter
(3
whilst fishing would
say, now grace this edition of the Arcadian. I hope you enjoy
hectares) oasis of
mean the pools would
their contributions as I intend to continue and expand their
tranquillity, in the
have to be fenced which
number in coming editions of the Arcadian. If you feel you
heart of Arcadia. Once
would ruin their peaceful
also have something to say or contribute, please do, we’re not
popular as a wedding
character. The sunken
fussy – yet!
reception, photograph
ponds on the Western side
Since the last issue we have had a number of things happen
and small concert
are still dry as the costs of
in our leafy suburb that need to be addressed and so I
venue, today Venning
re-sealing, circulating and
particularly urge you all to read the article on the collapse
Park has fallen somewhat into disrepair and is now better known for the informal game of filtering the ponds has
and demise of our local security company, ARS. I have heard
football in the evenings and weekends, vagrants, vandals and its sorry state. But all that’s about proven to be prohibitive
much gnashing of teeth and venomous invective on this issue
to change - the park is on back the Tshwane Agricultural & Environmental Management on the municipality’s
which is, to a degree, understandable but I’ve always thought
Department’s radar!
budget. Likewise the plans
of Arcadians as tolerant people who are, for the most part,
In 1890 the suburb of Arcadia was proclaimed and in 1897 the first Pines and Silky Oaks for special lighting and
worldly wise and must surely understand that no company,
were planted where Venning Park now lies. Eastwood Square, as Venning Park was then fountains at the reflection
or individual, ever willingly goes into liquidation and that
known was laid out in 1905 but the formal axial layout, with sunken terraces and ponds, pool have also had to be
the stresses and anguish ARS, it’s Directors and staff have
reflecting a Persian Paradise garden was only constructed later in 1932. This makes the park shelved for now. Sam did
suffered during this time must make the inconveniences
79 years old, the second oldest park in Pretoria after Burgers Park, and therefore eligible for however point out that
suffered by Arcadians pale in comparison. One of the most
protection by the National Resources Heritage Act. The Date Palms in the park are also they are planning to repaint
amazing consequences of the ARRA security initiative is
some of the oldest in the city.
and repair the children’s
that we banded a group of incongruent households into a
The name Eastwood Square was changed to Venning Park in honour of John Harold playground equipment (and
true community. I like to think that we are now a suburb
(Tom) Venning, Director of the, then, Department of Municipal Parks and Estates, who possibly even swop out new
in the middle of a big city with a village mentality. We
retired in September 1942. Venning, who emigrated to South Africa from Australia, was playground equipment from
now know our neighbours and have a collective sense of
the third of six children. The children must have already been adults when the decision other Tshwane parks) as
owning our suburb. We keep an eye over our neighbours
to emigrate was made as John’s younger brother remained in South Australia and later the opening of “Rosie’s” will
and their properties, come together for a good yak and
became Shell Oil’s shipping manager in Singapore and Consul for Sweden while another hopefully bring many new
maybe a bit of bargain hunting during our visits to the
younger brother became the South African Singles Rowing Champion and the daughter children to the park.
Morning Market and ARRA End of Year party and tend
of an older sister and her children all gained South African colours in their chosen sport. The only way we, as Arcadians,
to be inquisitive (if not downright suspicious) towards
Not a usual family the youngest son is said to have been given up for adoption. John can reclaim the park as our own
all foreign beings or objects in our suburb. We pick up
Harold Venning’s own two sons graduated in medicine from St. Andrew’s University, is by visiting the park in larger
litter not of our own making in the streets and notice
Scotland, before returning to Pretoria to practice medicine. Venning was succeeded by numbers and being pro-active
and report when we see things we know to be wrong,
Harry Bruins-Lich after whom Bruinslich Park on the corner of Crown and Julius in its upkeep and vigilant over
be it vagrants misbehaving, street lights not working,
Jeppe Streets in Waterkloof is named.
its use. Arcadia residents have
potholes in our streets, missing dogs or trees on fire.
In 1991 major alterations to Venning Park were undertaken. It appears the construction proven though that, when faced
If those aren’t the hallmarks of a village mentality, call
of the new American Embassy over the road inspired the city fathers to undertake with a challenge, we can come
me misguided. Yes, ARS’ demise is inconvenient and
the improvements and enhance the parks facilities. These included landscaping new together and forge a solution
more than a little embarrassing for the ARRA Security
Public Toilets and storage rooms and the reflection pool on the Eastern side of the and make a difference. It’s now
Committee (of which I too am a proud member) but
park.
up to us to ensure Venning Park
we still showed that together we can stand together and
The park still however has a large oval as a central feature that serves as memory of returns to its rightful place as a
effect immense changes in and on our neighbourhood.
the original 1905 layout. The sunken gardens, fishponds and terraces on the Western safe, peaceful and treasured park
I’m amazed at the amount of people I now know when
side of the park were introduced during the formal layout of 1932.
in the heart of Arcadia.
I stand in the queue at Woolies or take a leisurely sunToday the park is also affectionately known as the Rose Garden due to the Rosarium Sources: Sam Du Pisani –
downer walk through our streets. Our community
which was earlier planted with over 30 species of rose and more than 3 000 rose samD@tshwane.gov.za
spirit should not affected by this. ARS is but a blip
bushes. The Rosarium was established by the Northern Transvaal Rose Society Nelie Preston – life.inc@mweb.
on the radar. The ARRA Chairlady, Linda Tyrrell and
with the roses donated by various rose nurseries and, until the restaurant in the co.za
Security Committee, under leadership of Flor Healy,
middle of the park was closed about 5 years ago, the Rose Society of Pretoria http://www.tshwane.gov.za/
have been working tirelessly behind the scenes to find
used to be very involved in the maintenance, pruning and re-stocking of the rose parks.cfm
a solution and have done so. ARRA is proposing that
bushes in the park. It appears the constant theft of the roses and the infiltration of Pieterse, JF (2002). Venning Park.
all ARS members sign new contracts with Quatro
the park by an undesirable element drove the Rose Society away. Unfortunately Unpublished notes: RFS740.
Security who appear to have taken on most of the
the toilets and storage rooms have become a blank canvas for graffiti artists, the Dept. of Architecture, University
old ARS staff, who know our neighbourhood and
park itself a playground for vandals and an attraction for the homeless.
of Pretoria.
who are effectively offering the same services and
However, Sam Du Pisani of the Tshwane Parks & Horticultural Services Section http://www.carolizejansen.com/
conditions as ARS for now. All we have to do is
recently confirmed this is all about to change. Fully aware that the closing down Harry-Bruinslich-2.html
sign new contracts and remain as vigilant as before.
of the old Rose Restaurant led to less people visiting the park, the Tshwane
Security is our problem, nobody else’s.
Municipality is in the process of finalising a new lease for the restaurant building
On a decidedly happier note I would like to welcome
in the center of the park to Mrs. Nelie Preston who is about to Open “Rosies”
all the new advertisers in this edition to the Arcadian.
restaurant and intends to bring life back to Venning Park. In her “cafe” styled
One of the first priorities we are striving for at the
restaurant, Nelie intends to serve breakfasts, delicious cakes and scrumptious
Arcadian is to be financially independent from the
light meals. Initially she will be open from 7am to catch the breakfast trade
ARRA coffers and we are nearly there. From there
and close around 5pm, but these times will be looked at as things progress. As
we can strive towards profitability but for now you
Sam and Nelie agree, security is paramount to the success of “Rosies” and the
might notice a few new adverts in this edition and I
park, and so, while the municipality is responsible for the upgrading, Rosies
urge all Arcadians to support our advertisers.
will be responsible for the maintaining the toilets in the park and will add a
In closing don’t forget the ARRA morning market
security element for those wishing to visit the park.
on the 29th of this month and do pencil in the
Sam also confirmed that up to 1000 new rose bushes were to be planted
evening of Friday, 9th December for the ARRA
in the park including the Naas Botha Rose which is not commercially
End-of-Year party. It’s at events like these that we
available as well as the Manou Meilland Rose. This is a far cry from the
all get to know each other a little better.
days when Venning Park had over 30 different species of roses – but it’s a
I hope you enjoy this edition of the Arcadian and,
start! Ludwig’s Roses and the Rose Society will hopefully also be enticed
now that I’ve written the Editor’s letter, I hope
to return to their more pro-active participation in the park. The scarcity
you don’t mind if I take the advice of Dory, in
of roses currently in the park is testament to the determination of thieves
the animated movie “Nemo”, and “Just keep
but the Park Ranger Unit under the new leadership should also put an
swimming, just keep swimming!”
end to this and Park Rangers are expected to be assigned to the park
Rob
during the replanting season.
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Our ARRA Chairlady
Linda Tyrrell

IMPORTANT CHANGES TO
YOUR SECURITY SERVICES

The Crime & Security Initiative, of which you are a member,
is undergoing some changes which should be ‘seamless’ and
result in no loss of service to you and no additional cost.
Effective immediately, ARSecurity will no longer provide
security services in the area and will be replaced by Quatro
Gladiator Security, a reputable and established security
company. Quatro Gladiator Security is a sister company of
SecuriForce (both of which are owned by Quatro Holdings)
and co-operates with ER24 Emergency Medical Care.
We understand that ARSecurity has ceased trading and it
has become necessary to move quickly to maintain our high
standard of security service we have become accustomed to.
We are working closely with Rietondale, Riviera and Colbyn
Residents’ Associations, all affected in a similar manner,
to negotiate with Quatro Gladiator Security to maintain
all existing services on the same terms and conditions to
31.03.2012. There will be no interruption to your security
service! The existing level of service you rely on will continue
as normal, as follows:
• Your alarm system is now monitored in a new state-ofthe-art Control Room and ARS staff have transferred
there (and there is no requirement to change your ‘radio’ or
its frequency at this time)
• The Patrol Vehicle is actively patrolling 24-7 and the same
Patrol Officers (Emmanuel, Franz and Rufus) continue
to serve you (and will receive training to become even
more effective)
• The Emergency Contact Number (0861 277 277) remains
in force and will not change
• All services will continue at no additional cost for now,
negotiable after 31.03.2012
• New Quatro Gladiator Security signs will be erected at no
cost to you
New services will be available to you, as follows:
• New patrol vehicles will be introduced to meet the new
Quatro Gladiator standards
• A new Armed Response Unit is available as back-up to

the patrol vehicle as standard
• All patrol staff will be trained in emergency response care,
supported by the ER24 Emergency Medical Care service
What are the next steps?
You will need to sign a new Contract Agreement with
Quatro Gladiator Security to maintain your current level of
security and to arrange for the standard fixed monthly direct
debit payment from your bank account. A representative
from Quatro Gladiator Security will contact you shortly in
this regard.
As your Residents’ Association, we recommend to you this
replacement service provider and we encourage you to sign
the standard contract with Quatro Gladiator Security. You
will continue to enjoy the same rights and benefits of the
existing service to 31.03.2012 and have the option to renew
thereafter once you are satisfied with the Quatro Gladiator
service. At all stages in the process, ARRA will be there to
monitor progress and to safeguard your interests! We must
act now in an organised manner! In order for ARRA to
continue to represent your interests as a resident, we ask you
to support the change to this new security company, so as to
ensure the continued success with our Community Security
Initiative in the area. We have seen that the model works
and it must continue to do so! In conclusion, it is important
that as a community of residents in the area, we continue to
work together to address the various issues that affect us in
Arcadia! Unsure? Need more information? If for any reason
you are concerned about the changes or require further
information, please feel free to contact us, as follows: Linda
Tyrrell, Chair – ARRA on 082 6535191 or linda@arra.co.za
Flor Healy, Chair – Crime & Security Sub-Committee
on 079 9053721 or flor@arra.co.za Dan Berglund, Crime
& Security Sub-Committee on 082 4508623 or dan.
berglund@liblink.co.za Please be assured of our continued
vigilance and efforts on your behalf! Best regards, Linda
Tyrrell Chairperson Tel. : 012 3442850 • Cell : 082 6535191
E-mail : linda@arra.co.za
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I recently sat down with Linda Tyrrell at her workplace.
Reluctantly she allowed me to interview her for the Arcadian:
What is your official title within ARRA? I’ve been
the ARRA Chairperson since 2008.
How long have you been a member of ARRA?
About 20 years.
Have you held any other posts within ARRA? I
was Treasurer for about 5 years, from ‘93 till about ‘98.
What made you join ARRA in the first place? I
believe in us working together as a community and we were
under threat from the business creep in Arcadia. ARRA
seemed like a good place to begin.
What made you decide to be available for office
in ARRA? It was kind of thrust upon me, quite unexpectedly,
at an Annual General meeting.When I looked again I was the
Chairperson.
What do you see as the biggest challenge facing
you as Chair in ARRA? Getting the residents and
ratepayers of Arcadia to physically join ARRA and, more
importantly, to pay their dues and to get involved on the
various committees is a constant challenge.
What are the frustrations of the job? Making sure
Arcadia remains a historical suburb that attracts people who
want to live here means constant vigilance against illegal
developments.This can be very frustrating.
What are the highlights, why do you do it? It’s
about the people you meet. Arcadia has a very diverse and
interesting group of residents and I really enjoy interacting
with them.The satisfaction of seeing of seeing the community
working together to achieve common goals such as the
recent security initiative, recycling, and the preservation of
the area’s historical character rate as the highlights of my
tenure as ARRA Chair.
What do you consider to be your (or ARRA’s)
biggest achievement? Getting the residents of Arcadia to
band together to buy into the security initiative and the spinoffs emanating from this initiative has proved very satisfying.
So, what’s your fulltime job? I am the Catering Manager
at the University of Pretoria’s High Performance centre.
What are your responsibilities here? I manage the
catering to all the guests and in house sport students, both
here at the HSPC and on their away trips, as well as visiting
teams 365 days a year. Any events, hosted by UP, taking place
on the sports grounds here, are also catered and managed
by me.
That sounds hectic. What are your work hours?
I’m here from about 5h30 every morning till around 5 to 6
pm, 5 days a week and I make ad-hoc visits over the weekends.
I know you live in Arcadia, obviously but where
exactly? 169 Beckett St.
How long have you been living there? 22 years
Who shares your home with you? I have a husband
and 3 spaniels.
What are you reading at the moment? Actually, I’m
“listening” to the “The picture of Dorian Grey” by Oscar
Wilde.
Do you watch TV at all, if so, what programmes
do you particularly enjoy? Oprah is my favourite and I
really enjoy Law & Order and crime shows.
So what is Linda Tyrell really passionate about? Animals and
particularly my dogs. I also paint in oils, particularly the female
nude and I love to travel.
What really gets you angry? I get really angry about
cruelty to animals or people who don’t look after their
animals properly.
So moving onto the frivolous things in life,
what’s your favourite movie? I can watch the series
of Godfather movies over and over again.
Do you have a favourite actor or actress? Does
Oprah count as an actress? I like many actors a lot, but
nobody in particular.
If you could be a celebrity who would you like to
be? Oprah – obviously!
What car do you drive? It’s a 3 year old Yaris.
What technological device can you not live
without? Dishwasher! I’m in catering afterall!

Morning Market
29 October, 10h00 - 14hoo

Government Avenue

Why recycling plastic can be fantastic
Recycling Rita

Where do all the plastic bottles go?
If you have ever wondered what happens to the empty plastic
bottles we put out on our pavements for recycling on pick-up
days, you need wonder no more. Some of your plastic bottles
could well end up on the shelves in the bedroom section in
Woolworths as duvets or cushions or they could be woven
into the uniforms worn by staff at Nandos!
Plastic bottles are probably the most common plastic items
used for recycling in residential households. Plastic bottles
have the No 1 logo which indicates that they are categorised
as PET – Polyethylene terephthalate. PET is used for
bottled water and soft drinks and if recycled can be turned
into hollow-fibre and used for household products such
as sleeping bags, duvets and pillows. According to the
recycling company PETCO, nine 500ml plastic bottles
make enough fluffy fibre for 1 standard pillow while
fifty 500ml plastic bottles can be recycle into enough
fluffy fibre for 1 single duvet. You can now become the
end user of the recycling chain by going to Woolworths
to buy duvets consisting of fibre made from recycled
plastic bottles. These are selling at the following prices:
R375 for a king size, R299 for a queen size and R250
for a double bed. Standard cushions are selling at two
for R79.95.
Nandos is another local supporter of recycled plastic.
Many people associate the fast-food company
Nandos with witty advertisements and may not be
aware that this chain is extremely environmentally
conscious. Not only are their serviettes and brown
paper bags for takeaways marked “compostable”
and “recyclable”, but the uniforms worn by staff at
Nandos are made from recycled plastic. Thirteen
1.8 litre Coke bottles go into the making of one
shirt. Some kinds of plastic waste are used to
create thread and yarn that were traditionally
used to make durable products such as shoes
and bags. These fabrics were rather rough on
the skin and caused irritation but with newly
developed processes polyester has been blended
with other fabrics and these are now being used
for clothing. This material can also be used for
home furnishings and carpets.
Whereas bottles that are used for water or soft
drinks are recycled into hollow-fibre filling and
fabric, green-coloured PET plastics are used
for building insulation known as Isotherm.
This produces non-flammable insulation
that reduces the energy needed for heating
and cooling. If you install isotherm you are
supporting the PET recycling industry
while saving energy. No protective clothing
is needed to install it, and, in turn, it is one
hundred per cent recyclable. Isotherm can
also be used as a geyser blanket. (If you are
interested in having a blanket installed,
consult Isotherm’s website for more
information.)
Apart from household products and
insulation PET is also recycled in
geotextiles for road stabilisation and
dam linings, and Plastiwood.
More examples of recycled plastic
Containers for toiletries, cleaning

products, milk bottles, motor oils and crates are recycled into
detergent containers, recycling or compost bins, buckets,
fencing, pipevs, plastic timber and plastic chairs. Credit and
phone cards, mining pipes, mining boots, cable insulation and
protective clothing are recycled into soles for shoes, hoses,
garden fencing door and car mats.
Rubbish bags, frozen veggie bags, building film, some
squeezable bottles and cosmetic tubs are recycled into bin
liners, pallet sheets, irrigation piping, a variety of containers
and construction and building film.
Coat hangers, yoghurt cups meat and vegetable trays are
recycled into picture frames, curtain rails, finials, skirting
boards, cornices, stationery (e.g, rulers), seedling trays and,
again, coat hangers.
Multi-layered packaging such as fruit juice and milk
containers are not strictly speaking plastic but can go into the
plastic recycling bag. Tetra pak is the name given to containers
made from paperboard and thin layers of aluminium and
polyethylene. Although there are currently no paper mills
in South Africa that handle the final recycling process into
roof tiles and broom making, there are 62 drop-off points
across major cities. Bailed cartons are exported to paper mills
overseas.
Hopefully the information presented above will encourage
you to continue recycling plastic products because recycling
helps to lower the production costs of all the items mentioned.
Recycling also helps to reduce the volume of waste in landfills.
Sometimes plastic is not that fantastic: a very important
reason for recycling items (especially those marked with 3 or
7) is that these items may have the dreaded BPA, a hormone
disrupting chemical. For this reason you should not reuse
plastic because chemical leaching occurs more readily in
plastics that are reused. Never use plastic in the microwave,
rather use glass or ceramics to prevent chemical leaching into
your food. Hopefully the information presented above will
encourage you to continue recycling plastic products.
Environmental myths debate
There are dissenters who concede that although recycling
may reduce landfills, energy consumption is not reduced by
recycling and that the whole exercise is a bit pointless. The
fervent efforts of the recyclers are sometimes referred to as
“green naïvete” and recyclers are made out to be greeny-beany
weirdoes who get warm cuddly feeling in their attempts to
do good. On the Internet we find many points of view and
counter arguments in the environmental debate. In order to
get to some truth concerning these issues, we need to consult
authoritative sources, e.g. research that has been peer reviewed
and we should be wary of being swayed by every tweet or
twitter uttered by the uninformed.
In the meantime, see below at what recycling bodies in South
Africa claim the advantages of their efforts are. I think we can
safely assume that they would not be recycling if their actions
were not financially beneficial.
The benefits of recycling according recycling companies
• A total of 562-million PET bottles were recovered for
recycling in 2007 alone. This removed 19 000 tons of plastic
from landfill, but that was only 24 percent of the PET
bottles made that year. Recycling a ton of PET containers
saves 7,4 cubic metres of landfill space. (Source: PETCO)
• Glass is 100 percent recyclable but it does not biodegrade,
so should preferably not be transported to landfills. Every
ton of glass recycled also saves 1,2 tons of raw materials.
(Source: The Glass Recycling Company)
• Every metric ton of paper recycled saves 17 trees and
uses 40 percent less energy, and 50 percent less water. If
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all household paper/cardboard were recycled,
750 000 cubic metres of landfill space would
be saved a year, saving local authorities R60
million a year in collection and landfill costs.The
energy saved from paper recycling in a year is
sufficient to provide electricity to 512 homes
for a year. (Source: Paper Recycling Association
of SA)
• Cans are 100 percent recyclable. They are
melted down to make new steel. This reduces
the need to mine new iron ore and saves on the
energy used to mine and process it. More than
36 000 tons of high-grade steel is recovered for
re-smelting a year. The energy saved by recycling
one aluminium can equals the amount of energy
it takes to run a TV set for four hours. (Source:
Collect-a-can)
Everybody is a doing it, a doing it
Below on the photograph recently taken at a campsite
in Croatia you will see the word for paper written
in several languages. Obviously they regard this as a
financially worthwhile activity otherwise they would
not have gone to the trouble of ensuring that holiday
makers from other parts of Europe know what to place
in which bin. They obviously have bins for glass and
plastic.
Where to go with items not part of our kerbside
recycling
In Arcadia we separate at source for glass, tins, plastic,
paper and cardboard. Remember not to add medical
waste, cling wrap or material to any of the bags. Below are
some other useful drop-off points.
Used motor oil
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) motorists are encouraged to use
any of the sites below to drop off their used motor oil at
the respective Municipal Garden Refuse sites. Tshwane:
Maunde Road, Pretoria West, Kwaggasrand; Stefanus
Schoeman Road,Valhalla; Rigel Ave South (Delmas Road),
Garstkloof; Roslynne, Onderstepoort; Hans Strydom North
Nelmapuis, Hatherley. (Source: Simply Green, Issue 4, 2011)
Batteries, fluorescent lights and used cartridges
Any branch of Pick n Pay is the place to go with these items
Magazines
Although our recyclers are keen to get magazines, consider
dropping these off at the church opposite Loftus so that
people in old age homes can read these before they are recycled.
For more on debunking the myth that paper recycling is not
economically beneficial see Environmental Myths BBC (2008),
Recycling Paper & Glass Savings Energy Recycling Paper &
Glass (2007) and Information about Recycling (2007).
Hopefully the information presented above will encourage
you to continue recycling plastic products because recycling
helps to lower the production costs of all the items mentioned.
Recycling also helps to reduce the volume of waste in landfills.
Sometimes plastic is not that fantastic: a very important
reason for recycling items (especially those marked with 3 or
7) is that these items may have the dreaded BPA, a hormone
disrupting chemical. For this reason you should not reuse
plastic because chemical leaching occurs more readily in
plastics that are reused. Never use plastic in the microwave,
rather use glass or ceramics to prevent chemical leaching into
your food.

Preventing firE in your home
Not that you should be paranoid but...

By Rob Colesky
The burning to death of a little four year
old boy in Delmas a few weeks ago was a
wake-up call for me. Maybe it’s because
I have two young lads of my own but
this is possibly one of the saddest stories
this year for me. It appears the little
lad was playing with a lighter in his
“mattress and blanket house” in his
room, something my boys do regularly
(make mattress and blanket houses, not
play with matches!), when he set the
blankets alight. Although his mother
was in the house at the time she only
heard his calls for help after he had
closed himself inside the cupboard
in his room and she couldn’t get him
out before the whole house went up
in flames. The mother herself ended
up in intensive care for fire burns to
her hands and smoke inhalation.
This drives home the need for us all
to take stock of our own situations
and ask the question: have we
done everything we can to ensure
we too do not become victims of
household fire? Valuables and
keepsakes are one thing but the
loss of a life is just too ghastly to
contemplate.
According to statistics almost
55% of all fire deaths as a
result of house fires occur
in developed urban areas,
25% occur in developed
township areas, 18% occur
in undeveloped urban areas
and only 2% in rural areas.
The biggest reason why fire

At Eastwood Dynamics it’s all about personal
attention. For the past 10 years Eastwood Dynamics
has grown into a one stop brand management
company. From the establishing of a Corporate ID
in close consultation with the brand owner and a
team of marketing specialists to the sourcing and
supplying of branded corporate gifts and clothing,
Eastwood Dynamics is a hands-on participant in
ensuring customer satisfaction. Having successfully
managed very large corporate events such as
awards evenings and advertising campaigns,
Eastwood Dynamics has also now branched out
into the business of table décor to make the event
just that little more special and the sourcing of
entertainers and motivational speakers. The bread
and butter business of Eastwood Dynamics is,
however, the supply of corporate gifts and clothing
to large and small businesses as well as individuals.
If you are looking for that perfect corporate gift,
a venue for a party, conference or team building
event, a range of branded clothing for your
company, school or club or exclusive tableware to
make your party just that little bit more special
go to www.edevents.co.za or call Yolanda on 082
9804 8672 for the personal attention you deserve.
With us, you are not just a number.

deaths are so much higher in developed urban areas is due Solution: Cord check. Check all of your electrical cords to
to the extreme safety and security measures people living ensure that they are in good shape, and replace any that are
in these areas put in place, resulting in them being trapped worn out. In addition, make sure you are not overloading
in their homes by a security gate, bars or windows – which circuits. It should be one plug per receptacle—you don’t want
also means that firemen are not able to reach them either. In that octopus thing going on. Unplug small appliances that are
addition to the steps listed below, all households should have not in use.
at least one smoke alarm/detector on each floor and preferably Fire Threat 5: General
in every bedroom. You will most likely be able to get these Matches or lighters lying around within easy reach of children,
from your local DIY store or supermarket and they do not is another cause of home fires. Candles (as romantic as they
have to be coupled to an existing alarm system, although that are ladies!) should never be left alone and definitely not within
is probably the best solution. Smoke detectors/alarms should reach of children. Stored flammable liquids are exactly that –
be re-installed every 10 years—and if you don’t know how flammable!
old your smoke alarm is, you should get a new one. Further Solution: Common sense. Never leave matches, lighters or
you should also invest in proper Fire Extinguishers. A 4.5 kg candles where children can get hold of them. Because we are
bottle is a decent size but to be sure rather invest in a 9kg human and leave things lying around by accident, take time
bottle. (See the ARRA advertising block for good prices on to talk to your children and explain the dangers of fire and
Smoke detectors for ARRA members) Families should also why they should never play with them. Install smoke detectors
plan and practice a home fire drill at least twice a year so that throughout the house. Always take care when using flammable
everyone in the house knows how to get outside fast in the liquids and try to do it away from the house.
case of a fire. If you don’t already have one, plan one now! And
make sure everybody in the household know the “stop, drop &
ARRA members can now buy a
roll” routine for putting out fires on your person!
“Yale Smoke detector”
Fire Threat 1: Cooking
(currently on sale at the Yale shop in Brooklyn
Fire safety starts in the kitchen. Cooking—particularly stoveMall for R195) for R165 - delivered to your
top cooking — represents the leading cause of home fires.
doorstep, while stocks last.
Most such fires occur after residents put something on the
stove but become distracted and forget about it.
All profits for the benefit of ARRA.
Solution: Stand by your pan. Because cooking causes so
Contact Rob : rcolesky@icon.co.za to place
many home fires, it’s essential to give anything that’s on top
your orders
of your stove your undivided attention. If you have to leave
[the kitchen], turn the heat [the burner] off before you answer
the phone or leave the room. Keep dish towels or pot holders
away from lit burners on the stove.
Fire Threat 2: Heating
The second-most-common cause of home fires is heating—
although in the winter months, it becomes the leading
concern. Portable, electric space heaters start a great deal of
trouble, as sheets or window curtains accidentally come in
contact with the unit and ignite.
Solution: Give heaters space. People using space heaters
should ensure that they are far enough away from other objects
to avoid danger. A space heater needs 3 feet of clear space
all around it in all directions, keeping it away from curtains,
furniture, bedspreads, people, and pets. If you regularly have
Check your toilet: Put 12 drops of food colouring into
logs burning in your fireplace, get your chimney inspected and
the cistern (preferably not yellow for obvious reasons!).
cleaned annually as well. Place a metal or glass screen in front
If the dye appears in the bowl, check the ball or flapper
of a wood burning fireplace to keep cinders from blowing
valve. Such leaks can waste up to 30 litres of water per
onto rugs or carpet and starting a fire.
hour or 21 600 litres of water per month!
Fire Threat 3: Smoking
Check your taps: Replace tap washers regularly to
In addition to its health dangers, smoking is the third-mostprevent leaks. A tap dripping at the rate of one drop per
common cause of home fires — and the top cause of home
second can waste up to 30 litres of water a day or 900
fire deaths. Such fires can occur as smokers lose track of their
litres per month!
still-smouldering butts, which then come in contact with
Check your water meter: Turn off all your taps, wait
flammable surfaces such as blankets nor couch cushions.
30 minutes and then check your water meter and take
Solution: Take it outside. If you have a smoker in the house,
a reading. If the dial is moving, you have a leak. Wait
the best way to prevent cigarette-related home fires is to
another 30 minutes and check again, if the reading is
institute a policy of no smoking indoors. Do it outside, because
different, you have a leak. If no leaks are visible, the
that typically will remove smokers away from dangerous spots
problem could be underground – have it checked as
like upholstered furniture. Most people do not have as many
soon as possible!
combustible items around outside. In addition, cigarettes
should be doused with water before they are thrown away to
make sure they are completely
extinguished.
Fire Threat 4: Electrical
Faulty
or
deteriorating
electrical cords are another
top cause of home fires. Cords
that become frayed or cracked
can send sparks to flammable
surfaces and start a fire.
an evening filled with friendship, food and music

Plug those leaks!
Save water by repairing faulty
taps and problematic pipes

END-OF-YEAR
COMMUNITY PARTY
You are cordially invited to join your neighbours and fellow
members of the ARRA Community Initiative for a social get together:
732 Government Avenue (rear of 151 Beckett Street on corner of
Government Avenue and Pine Street)
Bring yourself, your partner and your drink of choice!
We hope to see you there!
RSVP to linda@arra.co.za / penny@arra.co.za / 082 449 1192
2 December, 18:00 to late
Residents are requested to bring
a R30 donation for a raffle ticket and entrance
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Attractive compact self catering units

in Hill Village, one block from the University campus.
R 2350 pm includes own bathroom, uncapped internet, electricity etc.
Anna’s friends also wish to purchase a house in our area.
Single level without steps, please!

Contact Anna 0822571907

Make sure your home is properly
insured for fire

By Rob Colesky

The loss of a home to fire can be an extremely traumatic experience. The strong winds that hit
Gauteng in the latter part of August led to numerous houses burning down across Pretoria
and the ignition of dry organic garden refuse in Government Avenue in the beginning of
September - that led to the tree in the property next to the Palestinian Embassy catching
alight - could have led to serious damage if not put out in time. The shell of the home
at 845 Merton Street should be a constant reminder to us all of the responsibilities and
consequences we face regarding our own homes and fire.
A fire can lead from the partial destruction of the home to the total loss of building and
contents. Either way, this can have serious financial implications for owners and tenants
alike – not to even mention the emotional stress of losing valuables and keepsake’s. The
purpose of this article is to look at insurance for the rebuilding of the house.
Your property must be insured for what it would cost to rebuild, not what it cost to buy, not
what you could sell it for or what the municipality says its worth in terms of your rateable
value. It is your responsibility to insure that the insured amount is correct. If you are relying
on an insurer or broker to determine the insured value make sure you get it in writing and,
perhaps more importantly, file that away preferably off site or in a fireproof safe. If you have
accepted someone else’s figures as the basis for your insurance the onus will fall on them
in any disputes between you and your insurance company when things go wrong. It is also
important to check that the revised insurance figure you receive from your insurer every year
is based on the building industry’s escalation figure as this may differ from general inflation
figures.
So how much should you insure for? First, determine the area of your house. The easiest and
most accurate way to do this is to look at your house plans but, in the event you can’t find
them, multiply the length by the width to determine the square meters of your house. If your
property is irregularly shaped take the two longest dimensions. This might give you slightly
more area than you actually have but you will be erring on the right side and homeowners

Sunnyside Police
Commander
commends Arcadians

Ever wondered where

you get your water?

By Adie Vienings

Water to Arcadia does not all come from one source and one reservoir. The Arcadia suburb
is served by three different reservoirs as follows:
Salvokop Reservoir
The area to the south of Church Street and west of Eastwood Street is served by the
Salvokop reservoir. This reservoir cannot be seen as it is built into the ground but sits on
the same koppie as Freedom Park just north of Freedom Park. This reservoir serves a part
of the CBD lying south of Visagie street, all of Sunnyside and developments along Beatrix
and Hamilton Streets up to Soutpansberg Road.
The Salvokop reservoir is filled from two sources namely natural springs within Fountain’s
Park and from the Klapperkop “command” reservoirs i.e. the water is mixed. “Command”
reservoirs are very large reservoirs as they “on-feed” to more localised reservoirs. The
Klapperkop reservoirs are majestic and can been seen from Arcadia on the Klapperkop hill.
Or, if one takes a drive along Johan Rissik Drive, you will find the road passes through four
reservoirs which are all four known as the Klapperkop reservoirs. The Klapperkop reservoirs
are filled by water purified and sold to Tshwane Municipality from Rand Water.
Muckleneuck Reservoir
The area to the south of Church Street and east of Eastwood Street is served by the
Muckleneuck reservoir. This reservoir cannot be seen as it is built into the ground but sits
on the same koppie as UNISA and lies just east of the Telkom tower. This reservoir serves
Brooklyn north of Murray Street and the whole of Hatfield and Colbyn. The Muckleneuck
Reservoir is filled from the Klapperkop reservoirs.
Meintjieskop Reservoir
The area north of Church Street up to the south side of Government Avenue is served
by the Meintjieskop reservoir. This reservoir cannot be seen as it is built into the ground
but sits on the same koppie as the Union Buildings just behind the Union Buildings. The
Meintjieskop reservoir also supplies the whole of Rietondale and Riveria up to Tom Jenkins
Drive in the east. The Meintjieskop reservoir is filled from the Klapperkop reservoirs.
Meintjieskop Booster Zone
The Meintjieskop reservoir is not high enough to serve developments on the north of
Government Ave and developments further up the hill up to the Falcons complexes. This
small area is served by a direct “take-off ” pipe just outside the Pieter Delport centre linked
to the feeder pipe going into the Meintjieskop reservoir. The pressure in this small area thus
directly relates to the height of the Klapperkop reservoirs.

About sixteen years ago I found a book entitled
Meeting Your Guardian Angel. The spiritual
journey that I embarked on through that initial
introduction to angels, has been sometimes
magical, sometimes challenging, but never
dull. Angels are messengers of God/Source
or whatever you choose to call the universal
consciousness that governs our world. But
insurance is relatively cheap.
it’s often easier to communicate directly with
Obviously, if you live in a double
angels than with God because they vibrate at
story double the area. Now, you need
a frequency closer to that of humans although
to apply a rate per square meter. There
still much higher. They are celestial beings
are websites available such as www.
of unconditional love and goodness, and are
hilldubois.co.za/html/technical_
queuing up to help us on our best and highest
information.html that will give you
paths and to help the world become a better
rough values but, at the moment, you
place within which to live.
will build very little for under R5000
People receive divine messages in four main
m2. This is only a very basic calculation
ways. Some people are clairvoyant – they see
as six rooms in a 150m2 house will
pictures in their minds or see spirits around
cost more than four bedrooms in the
them, others are claircognisant – they just
same sized house. Also, if your ceiling
know the divine message, often called gut
height is more than 2.4m the house will
instinct, or intuition. Still others feel angels
cost more to build than the average, as
or energies around them or experience a
you will have a greater volume. Unless
physical sensation – they are known as
you have really expensive kitchen
clairsentient. I am clairaudient; I hear voices
cupboards, bathrooms will always be the
of the angels – very clear voices inside my
most expensive areas in your home so,
head that over many years have given me
the more bathrooms in your home, the
constant guidance and support. Angels will
more you have to compensate and add
never interfere with a person’s own free will
to your insured value.
except when a person’s life is threatened and
The bottom line is that nobody wants to
it is not yet their time to die. So you have to
waste by over-insuring the value of their
ask to have your request facilitated.
homes but, that said, not insuring is just
Everyone of us in the world has a unique
not worth it!
Guardian Angel that works only with us
Source: Don McAlister, Weekend Argus,
during every incarnation we experience.
13 August 2011.
Archangels such as Gabriel or Michael are
leaders of groups of angels and specialise
in particular forms of protection and
support. Then there are Ascended Masters
who are highly evolved beings along the
human evolution chain. Great leaders
such as Jesus, Prophet Mohammed or
Ghandi – if you have devoted your life in
By Rob Colesky
some way to helping others or the planet
Ascended Masters are there to work
On 7 September 2011, Arcadia Residents
with you to increase your impact.
were privileged to have Sunnyside Station
This is a particularly challenging time
Commander, Brigadier Fred Kekana, address
for the world and South Africa has a
the members that attended the ARRA Crime
pivotal role to play in the world’s overall
& security Members meeting held at the
development. There is much dark in
Arcadia Primary School.
South Africa but also much light and
The theme running through Brig. Kekana’s
a concentration of light workers. If you
speech was that “united we stand, divided
are keen to learn more about angels,
we fall”. Admitting that even one incident of
in progressing along your spiritual
theft or crime was one too many, Brig Kekana
journey or intrigued how you can
exhorted Arcadia residents to work together
contribute to raising South Africa’s
to reduce the crime levels even further. He
light and vibration, then you may be
mentioned that theft from vehicles, theft
interested in joining one or more of
of vehicles and theft from homes was still a
the evening classes I’m running in the
problem in the area but also mentioned that
Government Avenue area on the last
he saw the ARRA area (basically Sector 1 of
Monday of each month.
the six sectors that make up Sunnyside) as a
For more information email;
success story. When he started as Sunnyside
helenanazeem@telkomsa.net
Commander in October 2010, Sunnyside was
one of the highest crime areas in South Africa.
As of today Sunnyside is no longer a “high
vcrime area”. Due to current anti-crime initiatives in Arcadia many weekends are crime free in
Arcadia. “That’s unbelievable” added the Brigadier. He concluded his remarks by saying that
“by taking ownership of the crime initiative in your area, you are taking pride in your area and
soon the value of properties in the area will start to rise due to the low crime statistics”.
Only one day later the Minister of Police, Nathi Mthethwa, confirmed; “the 2010/11 financial
year crime statistics confirm our assertion that indeed the tide against crime is turning and that
police, joined by society are gaining an upper hand against vicious criminals”, during his press
conference, announcing the national crime statistics. Although the statistics for Sunnyside
were not given at this time it is interesting to note that robberies at non-residential premises
declined 12.9% and robberies at residential premises declined 12.7%, in Gauteng, over the
period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011. The ARRA members congratulated and commended
Brigadier Kekana from the floor and he was given rousing applause at the end of his speech.
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471 Church Street

Hidden behind a secondhand car sale outlet in Church Street East is one of the last
remaining structures of the industrial area of Arcadia.
There were building contractors (Dorlas and de Veer Streets), stone masons (Bailey
Lane) blacksmiths and farriers, coach and wagon builders, bakeries, a saw mill and an
’aerated and mineral water manufacturer’.
Very little is left of our industrial heritage in this area and what is still there is hardly
recognizable. An example is the double volume bakery building of de Loor’s Bread
and Biscuit Factory as shown on their calendar of 1935.
Who was de Loor?
Johannes Hendrikus de Loor was born in Buren, Holland and immigrated to Pretoria
in 1896 and bought the Wilhelmina-bakkery in Blood Street. He moved the bakery
to Potgieter Street and later to the site of the Arcadia Flour Mills of which EPA
Meintjes was the proprietor, and changed the name to de Loor’s Bakkery.
The double volume building on the right still exists. (Calender Bouwmeesterhuisversameling)
De Loor became chairman of the Master Bakers Association in Pretoria. His son,
Barend de Loor, was the late lector of statistics at the Transvaal University College
and professor at UP.
JH de Loor passed away on October 14, 1929 and was laid to rest in the Rebecca
Street Cemetery.
Funeral notice of Johannes Hendrikus de Loor. (Bouwmeester-huisversameling).
To honour this entrepreneur and his achievements a commemoration plaque, the so
called ’blue plaque’ on the site would be commendable.
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